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Wasting Time Eternal Summer
Four Year Strong

Wasting Time Eternal Summer (Acoustic)
Tuning: D Standard DGCFAd

I only know the chords, you have to listen for the riff in the beginning of the
chorus. Good Luck
Reference
G 320033
C x32033
A x02033
D xx0232

Intro: G
Verse:
G
Wasting time
                           C
All along you ve just been wasting mine
                 A                                   G
Ignoring all the signs that point our way out of our prime
G
Draw the line
                            C
All this time you were just drawing mine
                  A                          C      D
Only problem is I see no end in sight of any kind

Chorus:
G (Strum once)                                G
Well I can see you re waiting but I don t care 
A                                 C
To fill this whole place up with gasoline
A
And blow the top of this whole damn thing
                   
Yeah cause I don t care

G
Oooooooo
Yeah cause I don t care
Oooooooo

Verse:
G
The perfect crime
                               C
I just took what was yours and called it mine
                       A



Spent every night with fire in our eyes
               G
Can you see it shine?
G
Lost in time
                           C
I d give this all up for a chance to find
                    A                          C       D
My way back to that summer in 2003 when I felt alive

Chorus:
G (Strum once)                                G
Well I can see you re waiting but I don t care 
A                                 C
To fill this whole place up with gasoline
A
And blow the top of this whole damn thing
                   
Yeah cause I don t care

Bridge:
           C                                         A
It was the first time I didn t fall asleep until the sun came up
         G    
Cause we never ever had enough
           C                           
It was the first time that we could rush the streets
        A                       G
Feeling no defeat cause we were ready to ignite the sky
           C
It was the last time
     D                    G
That I had the time of my life

Ending: (Don t play for the first part) 
x
Wasting time
x
All along you were just wasting mine
x
Ignoring all the signs that point their way out of our prime

G
Wasting time
                        C
All along you were just wasting mine
                 A                                     G
Ignoring all the signs that point their way out of our prime

G
Wasting time
                        C
All along you were just wasting mine



                 A                                     C      D
Ignoring all the signs that point their way out of our prime
               G
Cause I don t care!! 


